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Prophetic download received 20-6-2013
The Lord dropped “Nothing but net” into my spirit this morning. I don’t play basketball and I have no interest in it
so I knew he was trying to get my attention. I began listening to the Spirit and I was given a prophetic message. He
then showed me the spiritual meaning of “Nothing but net”.
Below is a segment of that message which I believe has a directive for every saint.
Meaning
His desire for us is to comply with his will so we seamlessly fit in with him. Many times he tries to get us to align
with him but we fail because of our free will – the basketball misses the ring. Other times we are slightly out of line
and eventually fit in with him – the basketball ricochets off the ring on entry. Sometimes the Lord reconstructs our
circumstances so our decisions indirectly align us with him – the basketball is deliberately bounced off the
backboard into the ring. He uses a ‘slam-dunk’ on occasions to force us into alignment when it is critical, by
completely overriding our plans and bringing about his plans. What he desires is ‘nothing but net’ – where we’re in
perfect alignment with his will by choice and we’re always on target. (Laurence)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Message
“It’s time to be placed where I want you, with ease – without resistance. I need you to fall into place like a piece in a
chunky jigsaw puzzle. ‘Nothing but net’ means you slot in without anything being done to get you there – you just
land perfectly where I place you. Resistance means I have to use ways to place you and I don’t want to have to do
that any more. It’s time to submit and be moulded into shape quickly. Time is short and all resistance uses up time –
valuable time that could be utilized for other important purposes. It’s not that you’ve totally resisted me, it’s just
[that] a shift has taken place and you need to align yourself with it – the new paradigm. From now on I’m going to
need complete and rapid compliance. Time is short; time is short. Things are speeding up – hotting up you might say
– and this requires complete compliance. Yes, you have a free will, but for the Kingdom’s sake – for its advancement
– the time has come and now is where compliance and submission to me are essential – a way of thinking, a way of
life – even a lifestyle, you might say. Yes you have been fitting in well, but it’s time to go up a notch (a cog).
Speeding up is what it’s all about now – rapidly fitting in to any plans – [done] in rest, not ‘speed’. Compliance is a
form of submission you’re not used to because you’ve been operating a lot in your own free will. This is not wrong –
I gave you free will as a gift, as a grace. But now you must surrender this to me – willingly. The times require this
for us to travel together, to be one together.
My plans (Father’s plans) are the ultimate goal, so you must bring yourself to submit to this as my bond servant –
lovingly and freely, not in rebellion or ‘gritting your teeth’. Be mine, be wholly mine for the journey ahead.
In the past I’ve had to bounce you off the back wall to get you where I want you. I had to use diverse means to
centre you in my will. Other times you deviated slightly and it has been the ring that funnelled you into place. No
more. It’s time for ‘nothing but net’ – straight in, all the time. On location; on the spot; in my will, all the time. Yes,
things have been hard lately, but this is part of my preparation for you, as you realize. Keep pushing ahead – in me,
not without me. Don’t lag behind or get too far ahead.
‘Nothing but net’ means; I put you in places and circumstances, not you. It’s always about my will; my best for you
and the Kingdom, which happen at the same time – the one function brings both these about. ‘Nothing but net’, what
a great expression!
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